
CHAPTER 8. POSITION AND AZIMUTH 
DETERMINING SYSTEM OPERATIONS

Capabilities and Limitations

The Position and Azimuth Determining System
(PADS) is a self-contained inertial surveying system
that rapidly determines accurate position, elevation,
and azimuth. It can be used with or apart from other
assets available to the survey section, such as
conventional assets and GPS receivers. 

T h e  P A D S  p e r f o r m s  s u r v e y s  f a s t e r  t h a n  a
conventional survey party. It provides coordinates,
azimuth, and elevation to any point located where the
vehicle can be placed or within 16 meters of the
PADS. The PADS requires fewer personnel than a
convent ional  survey par ty  and less  t ime for
reconnaissance and planning. It provides data that
meets accuracy requirements of most artillery systems
and accurate azimuth when coordinates are assumed.
The PADS—

l Limitations are mostly software-driven. The current
PADS use a solid-state memory with Version 4
software.    

l Has a continuous mission time if the system is updated
at least every 7 hours or within a 55−kilometer radius,
whichever comes first.

l Is limited to surveying between the latitudes of 75°
N and 75° S.

l Is limited to operations between −150 meters to
4500 meters in elevation.

l Has ambient temperature operational limits of
−50°F to 125°F. 

l Requires the vehicle’s electrical system to include
at least a 100 amp alternator (200 amp preferable). 

l Requires an initialization/alignment time of 30 to
45 minutes.

l Is limited to 12 programmed ellipsoids and 2 user
defined options.

l Can only store 50 positions as update and mark
stations.

Vehicles

The PADS can be mounted in any military vehicle as
long as the correct lever arm information (plumb bob
position) is known. The current PADS software
(Version 4) is programmed with seven lever arms for
six vehicles. It also stores up to three nondefined
vehicles. Any vehicle used with the PADS must have
an available 24-volt system. The following ground and
air vehicles are programmed in the PADS with their
corresponding lever arm.

The high mobility multipurpose wheeled vehicle
(HMMWV) with the plumb bob mounted on the
driver’s door uses the PADS cue HUM for its lever arm. 

The first lever arm for the M151 1/4 ton utility vehicle
(Jeep) is located at the pintle hook with a PADS cue of
M151. The second lever arm is the PADS plumb bob
arm with a cue of PLMB.    

The plumb bob is mounted on the commercial utility
cargo vehicle’s (CUCV’s) pintle hook. The PADS cue
is CUCV. The plumb bob for the small unit support
vehicle (SUSV) is mounted on the driver’s side mount.
The PADS cue is SUSV.

When mounted on the UH-1 (Huey), the PADS plumb
bob arm is used with a PADS cue of UH-1. 

As with the Huey, the plumb bob arm for the OH-58
light observation helicopter is used. The PADS cue
is OH-58. 

The PADS can be transferred from a ground vehicle
to a Blackhawk (UH-60) equipped with an AC to
DC converter. 

Accuracy: Zero-Velocity Corrections

Accuracy obtained from the PADS depends on how
frequently Zero-Velocity Corrections (Z-Vels) are
used during the survey mission. Z-Vels are performed
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automatically by the PADS during all marks and
updates. They must be performed by the operator at
other times en route between stations. This operation
allows the PADS to correct itself based on the large
amount of data it has collected while moving from one
position to another. A 10-minute Z-Vel is sufficient
for most artillery survey operations. For some
missions, a 5-minute Z-Vel is required; e.g., Q-37
radar sites and declination stations. Z-Vels are
necessary for accurate computation of survey data.
The PADS automatically performs Z-Vels during a
30-day bias, initialization, and all marks and updates.
The operator must perform all Z-Vels during the
mission between stations.

The PADS cues the operator 30 seconds before the
scheduled Z-Vel by flashing the STOP and GO status
indicators and by sounding alarm DS3. The driver
stops the vehicle, places the transmission in neutral,
sets the parking brake, and releases the foot brake.
Once the vehicle stops, the operator presses the
STOP key to start the Z-Vel. The PADS flashes GO
when the Z-Vel is complete. Failure to perform the
scheduled Z-Vel will degrade the accuracy of the
survey data.    

The operator changes the scheduled Z-Vel by
performing the following keystrokes:

10 minutes: MON, ID, 4, 6, ENT, MON, 1, 0, 0, ENT.
5 minutes: MON, ID, 4, 6, ENT, MON, 5, 0, ENT. 

The PADS defaults to the last Z-Vel time that was
entered. Also see below.

Primary and Secondary Pallets

The PADS is contained in the primary and secondary
pallets. When unpacked for the first time, the system
will contain these pallets plus the mounting base
(subfloor). The primary pallet is named for the metal-
framed housing where the components are mounted. It
has four major components.

Inertial Measurement Unit 

The inertial measurement unit (IMU) contains three
accelerometer sensors, two gyroscopes, and the
associated electronics that maintain the survey
coordinate frame and measure distances traveled to
each coordinate axis. The accelerometers sense the
movement and the gyroscopes give the accelerometers
a reference point that detects actual movement. See
figure 8-1.

A gyroscope is a spinning wheel that maintains a fixed
orientation in space. It is also designed to act as a
gyrocompass that finds true north by sensing the
Earth’s rotation. One gyroscope is oriented to true
north while the other is aligned horizontal and
perpendicular to the spin axis of the other gyroscope.
This allows the PADS to provide a three-dimensional
reference point to the accelerometers. 

An accelerometer measures acceleration (the time rate
of velocity). (If a car is going 50 miles per hour and

10-Minute Z-Vel Accuracy
Latitude 0°−65° N/S 65°−75° N/S
Horizontal Position (CEP) 7.0 meters 10.0 meters 
Vertical Position (PE)    3.0 meters 3.0 meters
Azimuth (PE) 0.4 mils  0.6 mils

5-Minute Z-Vel Accuracy 
Latitude 0°−65° N/S 65°−75° N/S
Horizontal Position (CEP) 4.0 meters 7.0 meters
Vertical Position (PE) 2.0 meters 2.0 meters
Azimuth (PE) 0.4 mils  0.6 mils

Figure 8-1. Inertial Measurement Unit.
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acce le ra tes  to  70  mi les  per  hour ,  the  ac tua l
acceleration time rate is 20 miles per hour.) The
PADS uses three accelerometers. One measures north-
south direction, one measures east-west direction, and
one measures vertical direction.

Computer 

The computer consists of a general-purpose digital
computer and interface circuitry. It processes IMU
data, computes survey data, and provides system
control functions. The computer receives three signals
from the accelerometers. These signals integrate with
time to produce velocity signals. Velocity signals once
again integrate with time to produce the distance
traveled in each cardinal and vertical direction. Error
signals are also produced for calculations for Earth
rotation rates and keeping gyroscopes level during
survey operations. See figure 8-2.

Control and Display Unit 

The control and display unit (CDU)is the operator’s
interface with the PADS. It is a keyboard and an
alphanumeric display for operator entry and display of
survey data and system commands. The CDU is the
input/output device for the PADS computer. It is the

only portion of the PADS that must be accessible
during a survey mission. See figure 8-3.

Power Supply 

The power supply receives unregulated power from the
vehicle or the PADS batteries and sends power out to
the other PADS components. It supplies, controls, and
regulates the amperage to the IMU, CDU, and
computer, and charges the PADS auxiliary batteries.
The computer also has a power supply. It receives the
input power from the PADS power supply and regulates
the amperage for the computer. See figure 8-4.

Figure 8-2. Computer.

Figure 8-3. Control and Display Unit.

Figure 8-4.   Power Supply.
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The secondary pallet is the battery box. It contains two
12-volt DC batteries connected in series to provide 24
volts for back-up power. The battery box continues
survey operations while the PADS is transferred
between a ground vehicle and a helicopter. It provides
additional power for initialization and back-up power
if that vehicle power fails, and is a transport case that
houses cables, tools, small hardware, spare lamps,
modules, reference manuals, etc. See figure 8-5.

Control and Display Unit Operator Controls

Most of the operator controls are on the CDU. It has a
keyboard and display for status/fault indicators. Status
indicators usually appear as orange/yellow lights. The
DS2 fault indicator shows white. 

Status Indicators 

The status indicators below with their functions are
located on the top half of the CDU display. These
lights prompt the operator to perform a task or indicate
a possible malfunction. See figure 8-6.

COMP. Possible computer failure.

IMU. Possible IMU failure.

BATT. A steady BATT means the vehicle or PADS
battery is not connected, the PADS battery is being
discharged or one of the PS circuit breakers are off.
A flashing BATT means the input voltage is too low
and the PADS may turn itself off unless the problem
is corrected.

ATTN. Operator error.

STOP. A flashing STOP tells the operator to stop for Z-Vel.
A steady STOP tells the operator to remain stopped.

Figure 8-5. Secondary Pallet 
(Battery Box).

Figure 8-6. Status Indicators.
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GO. A flashing GO tells the operator the vehicle can
be moved. A steady GO means the vehicle has been
moved since the last Z-Vel.

CHRG. Batteries are charging.

ADZ. Entry and display of position data are in the
adjacent UTM grid zone.

MON. CDU displays user requested data in the
monitor table.

UPDT. The system is ready to accept update data.

CAL. Lights during initialization and 30-day bias.
Lighting during an update indicates the operator entered
incorrect data or the system is out of calibration.

MARK. The system is recording marked survey data.

Z-VEL. PADS is performing Z-Vel.

ENT. Computer is ready to accept data from the keyboard.

Operator Commands 

The CDU keyboard allows the operator to enter
system commands and data.   

STOP. Starts Z-Vel, lights STOP indicator, turns
of f  aud ib le  a l a rm ( IF  ALARM IS  ON) ,  and
illuminates the ATTN status indicator if pressed
while vehicle is moving.

MARK. Initiates position mark procedures. Lights
MARK indicator. Pressing MARK twice cancels a
position-mark procedure.

UPDT. Initiates position and/or elevation update
procedure. Lights UPDT indicator. Pressing UPDT
twice cancels an update procedure.

ON/OFF. If the system is off, pressing ON/OFF
applies power. If the system is on, pressing ON/
OFF causes the CDU to display commands for
shutdown procedures.

LAMP. Tests all CDU status indicators, alphanumeric
display lamps, and system fault indicators. When held
down varies lamp intensity and sounds DS3 ALARM.

MON. Selects the monitor mode. Lights MON
status indicator.

ADZ. Directs the system to enter or display the
adjacent UTM grid zone. Lights the ADZ indicator.

SPH. Allows the entry and display of spheroid
(ellipsoid) options. Allows the option for performing a
30-day bias or for entering geographic coordinates. 

TIME. During 30-day bias, initialization and Z-Vel,
displays elapsed time since turned on. When the
vehicle is moving, it displays time to the next Z-Vel.
Silences ALARM DS3 for 30 seconds.

ID. When pressed, followed by an ID number,
followed by ENT, cues PADS to provide mark data for
the ID number entered. ID, 0, ENT indicates current
data display. Pressing ID twice selects PAE display.

DIST. Allows entry and display of the distance
between the porro prism and a theodolite for an optical
position mark. Displays the distance between points
on a two-position azimuth mark.

<. > Allows entry and display of a horizontal angle
measured by a theodolite.

E. Allows entry and display of the UTM grid zone and
easting.

N. Allows entry and display of a northing coordinate;
when pressed twice, indicates Southern Hemisphere
by displaying “S”. Only during the initial entry of data
may the change in selection of hemisphere from
northern to southern be made.

EL. Allows entry and display of elevation.

GAZ/TAZ. Displays grid azimuth. When pressed
twice, displays true azimuth, clear or enter (TA C−E).
Operator may display true azimuth by pressing ENT.
If CLR is pressed, grid azimuth is displayed.

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,0. Enters numerical data as selected.
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When elevation has been selected for entry of data, the
first pressing of the 2 or 8 will enter a +  or −,
respectively. Thereafter, the 2 and 8 revert to normal
number functions. Advances (+) and decreases (−)
through ID and monitor numbers.

ENT. Causes displayed data or function to be entered
into the computer or executed.

CLR. Clears display and mode selection.

DS Alerts

The CDU has two DS alerts that indicate a specific
task needs to be performed or that a malfunction has
occurred. ALARM DS3 warns the operator to stop for
a Z-Vel or may sound if there is excessive motion
during initialization. Fault indicator DS2 indicates the
CDU is functioning (black) or malfunctioning (white).

Power Supply Operator Controls

CB1 controls battery power from the PADS battery
box to the power supply. CB2 controls vehicle power
from the prime mover to the power supply.

The BATT FAIL fault indicator DS1 turns from
black to white when the PADS batteries lack
sufficient power to maintain standalone system
operations.  The PS FAIL fault  indicator DS2
indicates if the power supply is functioning (black) or
malfunctioning (white).

The M1 (elapsed time indicator) displays the total
power supply operating time.

Computer Operator Controls

The M1 (elapsed time indicator) displays the total
computer operating time. The fault indicator DS1
indicates whether the computer is functioning (black)
or malfunctioning (white).

IMU Operator Controls

The elapsed time indicator displays the total IMU
operating time.

The porro prism controls align the theodolite to the IMU
during optical measurements (offset). See figure 8-7.

The level adjustment knob levels the porro prism. The
level vial indicates the level of the porro prism.

Use the stadia scale with the theodolite stadia lines to
indicate the distance between the porro prism and the
theodolite to the nearest 0.1 meter. 

Use the plumb bob arm assembly for marks and
updates when mounted in a vehicle that uses the
standard plumb bob position (M151, OH-58).

Recording the PADS Field Notes

The PADS survey data is recorded in the current
version of the field recorder’s notebook. As with all
field notes, the first page of the recorder’s book is

Figure 8-7. Porro Prism Components.
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the index. Heading and column titles for normal
PADS missions will be filled out as described
below. See figure 8-8.

Fill out the designation block with PADS SURVEY. 

Fill in the date block with the date the field work
was performed.

In the heading of the following page, include the
PADS serial number (taken from the primary pallet),
ellipsoid, and datum. At the right side of that page, list
the names of the operator and assistant operator and
the interval that Z-Vels were made.

Label the column titles under the heading from left to
right as follows:

1, STA. Identify the update or marked stations.

2, ID #. Identify the storage position in the PADS
computer for update and marked positions. The PADS
Version 4 stores 50 positions; Core Memory systems
loaded with Version 3 stores 30. 

3, PAE. Identify the operation performed at each position. 

4, U/A. Identify unadjusted and adjusted data.

5 and 6, EASTING. Identify the UTM grid zone and
UTM easting of the position.

7 and 8, NORTHING. Identify the UTM northing of
the position.

9, EL. Identify the elevation of the position.

10, GRID AZ. Identify the UTM grid azimuth
between two marked points or to an optically sighted
azimuth mark. The PADS with Version 4 software
will adjust the azimuth;. Use only the unadjusted
azimuth. If the azimuth recorded is true, then record
TRUE in the block with the azimuth.

11, DIST. Identify the distance (in meters) between
two marked stations or to identify the distance
measured by an autoreflection.

12, REM. Identify any system malfunctions, magnetic
azimuth checks, etc. 

Recording the information obtained from the optical
azimuth method is performed in the same manner as
recording a one-position horizontal angle. Other

Figure 8-8. The PADS Recording Procedures.
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measurements such as distances to azimuth marks and
vertical angles may be obtained and an entry in the
remarks section made on those measurements. Record
the offset distance between the theodolite and the
PADS porro prism on the page of the recorders book
with the PADS mission. See figure 8-9.   

PADS Mission Procedures

The following PADS procedures are for PADS
Version 4 software. All PADS mission procedures
must begin with pre-operation checks and services as
outlined in Marine Corps TM 08837A-12/1A/Army
TM 5-6675-308-12, Operator’s and Organizational
Maintenance Manual for Position and Azimuth
Determining System AN/USQ-70. 

30-Day Azimuth Gyro Bias 

The 30-Day Azimuth Gyro Bias is a normal part of
scheduled maintenance on the PADS. Performed at
least every 30 days, but it may become necessary to

perform this procedure as part of regular operations.
This operation is performed to align the azimuth gyros
in the IMU. It should be done while plumb over a
fourth order or higher survey control point but may be
done using a GPS position if need be. This operation
cannot be performed with a theodolite.       

The PADS must be level to ±5°. Once the 30-Day
Azimuth Gyro Bias starts do not disturb the vehicle for
any reason. This procedure will last anywhere from
2½ to 3 hours. The PADS will align its way through
18 modes. Once the PADS reaches mode 18, the GO
light flashes, informing the operator it can be moved.
A PADS that has just completed the 30-Day Azimuth
Gyro  B ias  does  no t  have  to  go  th rough  the
initialization process.

Initialization

Perform initialization procedures every time the
PADS provides survey control except after a 30-Day
Azimuth Gyro Bias. This procedure aligns the gyros
for use during the mission. Initialization does not take
a space as an ID number in the PADS memory.   

Figure 8-9. PADS Recording Procedures for Optical Azimuth Method.
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The PADS must  be within 100 meters  of  the
initialization site. Elevation should be within 10
meters. Initialization can be done using a GPS position
when no survey control is available. This procedure
cannot be performed with a theodolite.

The PADS should be level to ±5°. The PADS can be
initialized on slopes greater than 5° but with a possible
decrease in alignment accuracy. LEVEL will display
on the CDU. The operator should shut down the
PADS, wait 2 minutes, move to a more level position,
and reinitialize. If this is not possible, the PADS will
continue to initialize until it reaches mode 8. LEVEL
will go off and the GO light will flash.

Once the PADS is turned on it must not be moved for
at least 1 minute or damage may result. Face the
vehicle into the wind and allow it to set without
moving for about 30 to 45 minutes. Once the PADS
reaches mode 8, the GO indicator flashes informing
the operator it can be moved.

Updating
This procedure tells the PADS exactly where it is.
Perform it before marking a position. If adjusted data
is needed it  must be performed after marking
positions. All updates are stored as ID numbers in the
PADS memory.

Updating the PADS should be done while plumb over
a fourth order or higher survey control point.
However, a GPS position can update if no survey
control is available. The PADS will not adjust stations
that were marked before or after a GPS update. If you
update over a survey control point, then mark stations
and update with a GPS position, the stations marked
between the two updates will not be updated. 

The PADS can be updated with the programmed
lever arm or with a theodolite (autoreflection). If
autoreflection is used, the PADS must be within
16 meters of the station. 

The position and elevation can be updated together or
separately depending on what survey data is available.
Azimuth cannot be updated. 

Mark 

This procedure obtains the position and elevation of a
point; e.g., OS, EOL or OP. It also obtains an azimuth

between two marked stations (two-position mark) or
between a marked station and an offset station (optical
azimuth method). All marked positions are stored as
ID numbers in the PADS memory.

When performing a two-position mark, the first
position mark is performed the same as a regular mark
with the PADS lever arm or the theodolite. The second
position must be marked with the PADS vehicle. The
PADS will not allow the second position to be marked
with a theodolite. The distance between the two
stations must be between 100 and 1,000 meters.
Otherwise an error (E) will appear in the PAE portion
of  the mark.  For  more information on PADS
procedures, see Marine Corps TM 08837A-12/1A/
Army TM 5-6675-308-12.

PAE Codes

Each time a station is marked or the PADS is updated,
that station occupies one of 50 ID numbers stored in
the mark portion of the PADS memory. Part of that ID
number is the PAE, which tells the operator the
method used to mark or update and whether or not that
procedure was performed without error.

A separate code is assigned to each part of the PAE.
These codes are displayed on the CDU after the mark is
completed or after the update is accepted by the PADS.
The display appears on the CDU as “ID #PAE XYZ
where X represents the code assigned to Position, Y to
Azimuth, and Z to Elevation.” The three codes can be
the same, different or any combination. See figure 8-10.

PAE
CODE

MEANS

U Position and/or elevation updated using a plumb bob or
a theodolite over a control point. 

g Position and/or elevation updated using GPS only.     

d Position and/or elevation updated using Diff GPS.

1 Theodolite marked PAE.

2 Plumb bob marked PAE.

E Error may exist in position, azimuth, and/or elevation.

- PAE not updated or not marked.

Figure 8-10. PAE Codes.
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A g or d with a 1 or 2; e.g., g1, d2 may appear in one
of the PAE positions. This indicates that a mark has
been affected by using a GPS or Diff GPS method. A g
or d with a 1 indicates a GPS or Diff GPS association

with a theodolite mark. A g or d with a 2 indicates an
association with a plumb bob mark.

Figure 8-11 shows examples of PAE readings the
operator may see.

DISPLAY MEANS

PAE U-U Position and elevation updated.

PAE U-- Position only updated.

PAE --U Elevation only updated.

PAE g-g Position and elevation updated using GPS only.

PAE g-- Position only was updated by GPS.

PAE d-d Position and elevation updated with Diff GPS.

PAE d-- Position only updated with Diff GPS.

PAE --d Elevation only updated with Diff GPS. 

PAE 1-1 Position and elevation marked using a theodolite. 

PAE 111 PAE marked using a theodolite. Azimuth obtained by optical azimuth
method.

PAE 2-2 Position and elevation marked with a plumb bob.

PAE 222 PAE marked with a plumb bob. Azimuth obtained by a two-position
mark.

PAE 2E2 Position and elevation marked but the azimuth may be in error. This
normally occurs when the distance between two stations in a two-
position mark is less than 100 meters or too much time was used to
travel between stations.

PAE g1-g1 GPS-influenced position and elevation marked with a theodolite. This
will occur when the last update was performed with a GPS position.     

PAE g2-2 GPS-influenced position from a plumb bob marked with a standard
control elevation mark. This may occur if the last position update was
performed with GPS and the elevation was updated separately over a
survey control point.

Figure 8-11. Example of PAE Readings.


